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Supplemental Instruction 

Supplemental Instruction (SI) is an academic support program sponsored by Learning 
Resources. SI provides academic assistance to students in historically difficult classes. 
The SI sessions help with content mastery and with learning and study strategies that 
are applicable to all subject areas. SI sessions are facil itated by a trained SI leader. SI 
leaders have taken the same course, done well, and then during the semester attend 
classes, take notes, and re-read all assigned materials in preparation to conduct the SI 
sessions three times a week.  

Read More About Supplemental Instruction  

[ View the Summer 2007 Supplemental Instruction Schedule ]  

For additional information, please contact the Learning Resource Center  

Student Comments About Supplemental Instruction: 

Summer 2006 

CHEM 1311 
The sessions were helpful in that they provided a student insight into the 
overall course material. The tips given during the session were simple and 
easy to follow. The atmosphere in the sessions was relaxed and non-
intimidating. - Angie A. 

CHEM 1311 
The sessions were very helpful. Danielle went out of her way many times 
to help us further understand. I am very appreciative and grateful for her 
aid. - Hector L. 

CHEM 1311 
The simplified approaches and individual attention was very helpful and I 
am sure that I would have made even better grades if I had worked less 
and done homework. Without the sessions I probably would have failed. - 
Will iam L. 

CHEM 2323 
SI sessions were very helpful and I did better on exams when I attended 
the sessions. - Leah Z. 

Spring 2006  

PHYS 3326 
The sessions really helped me out with understanding the class. I 
appreciate all the help and time you have devoted. - Dallas T.  

CHEM 1311 
Larissa was really helpful and taught me all the concepts I didn't know. I 
owe a lot of my success in this class to her. - Chase W. 
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SOCS 3305 
Ashley is awesome! If it weren't for her I would have failed. - Ta'mara B. 

CHEM 1311 
SI sessions are very important. Mona was extremely helpful. I would not 
have done very well in this class without her help. Thank you so much for 
having the SI program. Please continue! - Rachel Q. 

BA 3351 
I found the SI sessions very helpful. Without them I would have failed all 
my projects. Greg did a commendable job and I really appreciate his 
efforts, and all those who made it possible. -Jeckoniah M. 

PHYS 3341 
The sessions were simply awesome! I honestly do believe that if I had not 
attended them, I would probably be ending up with a D or worse in this 
class. Sasha is very knowledgable about the material and he has a way of 
effectively communicating his knowledge. - Felicitas O. 

CHEM 1311 
The SI sessions were extremely helpful. I always felt very prepared for the 
tests. Chris timed them very well - having them in the same classroom as 
chemistry class right before class - so it made it easy to come. I feel that 
my grade improved at least one letter grade higher because of the 
sessions. - Gemma S. 

AIM 3331 
Made my life easier in UTD. - Shelly F. 
It was really helpful, and SI leader well prepared. I will recommend to 
everybody that I know. Great job. Thank You. - Maria M. 

AIM 3331 
Ying Li is very dedicated and helpful as an SI. She spent the time with me 
in understanding the material. I appreciate her dedication in SI and 
helping me to get a nice grade. Ayadya N. 

CHEM 2325 
Diego was very helpful and enthusiastic. He cared very much that we 
learned the material and understood it. - Antoinette C. 
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